Introduction by Professor Peter Manning, Department of English

Since Plato, philosophy and poetry have been intimate enemies. Philosophy is reflexive, a process of thinking about thinking. Some of the deepest Indian philosophical texts contain the most sublime poetry, sometimes as a reflexive: "by who are these words propelled?" A question, in order to be philosophical, must spring from a special kind of pain that everyone does not feel. And some of our greatest poetry comes from our deepest pain or pathos. Good poetry and good philosophy may have a common source in the cultivation of unselfishness. The problem of inexplicable and undeserved suffering becomes philosophical when one examines empathy at the pain of strangers. Classical Indian philosophies, Buddhist and Anti-Buddhist—Sāṃkhya and Nyāya—explore the cause of painful human bondage, and how to alleviate the suffering that, as the Buddha, Lucretius and Schopenhauer tell us, is the universal and inescapable meaning of embodiment. This lecture explores three links: between pain and beautiful poetry, between pain and philosophical contemplation, and between poetry and philosophy. A clue to the last link will be sought in a moral phenomenology of communicating and sharing pain, especially the pain of other bodies.

All are cordially invited to a reception following the talk.
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